The ageing process of the powder metallurgy superalloy N18 has been investigated. This alloy exhibits a two-phase microstructure with a long range L12 ordered multimodal ' precipitation. N18 has been designed for high temperature turboengine disks applications. Superalloys however, are prone to microstructure evolution when sustained at high temperature since ' precipitates are coarsening. A method based on scanning electron microscope (SEM) image analysis is developed to qualify and quantify the material ageing. Two kinds of ageing have been considered: material temperature exposure with and without mechanical loading application. A short term quantitative law considering precipitates size, ageing time and temperature is established. In addition a long term behavior in agreement with our measurements is suggested.
Introduction
Turboengine developments have highly enhanced aircraft performances, however gas temperature at the turbine entry remains the key to increased engine efficiency. The material mechanical resistance at high temperature, specially against creep and fatigue clearly remains the technological barrier. Nickel base superalloys have been developed and improved in the last three decades. These alloys are typically used in aeronautic industry for turbine blades and disks. They exhibit high mechanical properties in the temperature range 973-1373K. Because of numerous alloying elements (Al, Cr, Ti, Mo, W...) they combine high creep performance at high temperature and excellent oxidation and corrosion resistance. Their mechanical properties are due to the precipitation of a high volume fraction (~50-70%) of Ni 3 (Al, Ti) type precipitates ( '), coherent with the matrix. The N18 alloy studied here is a polycrystalline powder metallurgy alloy designed for disks and elaborated by SNECMA Moteurs. This alloy is already used for military applications. In the framework of a program supported by the French research ministry this alloy is being evaluated for civil supersonic aircraft representative specifications. Such an application implies that the material used withstands fatigue loading at higher average temperature than military engines (700-750°C).
Besides this, the temperature will be sustained for longer periods of time allowing nearly 30 000 flights (instead of 3000 flights for military engines). In contrast, the effective stress amplitudes applied are supposed to be lower than the one in military aircrafts The evaluation of N18 microstructure evolution during long time temperature exposure and its consequences on mechanical properties and its creep and fatigue durability is one objective of this program. Several works have been performed on the ageing and rafting process of single crystal superalloys such as AM1 or CMSX1. These works have shown that high temperature dwell time leads to ' phase coarsening and coalescence. However very few studies were focused on the ageing of polycrystalline alloys with multimodal ' precipitation. The aim of this study is to characterize the evolution of the fine ' precipitation of N18 superalloy during long term temperature exposure. A special concern is given to the description of the phenomena involved in the ageing process considering various approaches issued from literature. An interpretation concerning the growth kinetic law of the ' precipitation is proposed.
Material
The superalloy studied here is a polycrystalline powder metallurgy alloy. The nominal composition is given in Table 1 [1]. N18 is hardened by the precipitation of ' ordered L12 phase. The average grain size is around 15 µm. The standard thermal heat treatment applied to the alloy consists in a homogenisation of 4 hours at 1438K followed by a 50-100K/min cooling step and two final annealing treatments (24 hours at 973K + 4 hours at 1073K) leading to the precipitation of a large volume fraction of ' particles within the austenitic solid solution. The ordered ' phase is consisted of 3 different scales of precipitation (Figure 1 
Experimental procedures
Accelerated ageing experiments were performed on standard N18 samples. They were conducted in a furnace at various temperatures ranging from 973K to 1073K. In a first set of experiments, no mechanical loading was applied to the samples. They were only maintained in air at high temperature for a long period of time up to 600 hours. In a second set, some samples were aged under constant mechanical loading using a high temperature creep machine equipped with a high temperature furnace. Other specimens were aged under cyclic dynamic mechanical loading using a hydraulic fatigue machine. All samples were then polished and etched in order to extract ' III precipitates to be observed in 6400 Jeol Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) operating at 35 KV. For each ageing condition, ten to twenty images were taken and enhanced using Visilog 5.4 (Noesis) software. Typically, the number of particles measured for each condition is of the order of one thousand. For Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), conventional 3 mm discs were cut using an electro spark machine. They were polished to a final thickness of about 70 micrometer by mechanical grinding using SiC papers. To be electron transparent, the samples were then prepared by jet polishing in a twin jet polisher Tenupol (Struers instruments). The electrolyte was a 10 % of perchloric acid in methanol solution. The experiments were performed on a Philips CM20 TEM operating at 200 kV.
Results and discussion
SEM and TEM observations show that ' III precipitates evolution is the main microstructure modification concerning ' population evolution during high temperature dwell times. ' II precipitates do not significantly evolve whereas ' III particles become scarcer and increase their average diameter with ageing time. For this, the following investigations will be focused on ' III phase evolution during ageing.
As a first approach, we assume that the ' III evolution is subjected to Ostwald ripening. This assumes that large precipitates grow at the expense of smaller ones owing to bulk diffusion phenomena. The whole process takes place in matrix where precipitates put in common the ' formers (Al, Ti …). The driving force is the Gibbs Thompson effect linking the precipitate radius to the local solute equilibrium concentration in the matrix. The kinetic of this phenomenon has been widely studied for monomodal populations. The average precipitate size follows to a time dependent power law (equation 1). Basically, such process is described by the Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wagner theory (LSW) [2, 3] with a value of m equal to 1/3. LSW relation is given in equation 2 for bulk diffusion limiting process and for infinitesimal volume fraction of coarsening phase:
( 1)
With D the solute efficient diffusion rate in the matrix, the / ' interfacial energy and N the equilibrium solubility in the matrix . The linear evolution of d 3 -d 0 3 with the exposure time has been experimentally verified for several alloys [4] [5] [6] . Equation 2 has been modified taking into consideration non ideal solution [7] . Since real systems contain finite ' volume fraction, equ 2 can be rewritten considering non zero volume fraction [8, 9] :
Where K fv is a monotonically increasing function of volume fraction. Despite numerous attempts to establish the effect of volume fraction on the coarsening kinetic, there is no clear effect of volume fraction either on the coarsening kinetic or the particle size according to Ardell [10] . Nevertheless, he notices that the elastic energy becomes stronger as the ' volume fraction is increasing. Figure 2 illustrates experimental variation of the mean ' III "volume growth" of ' III with the ageing time at 1058K. A typical set of population distribution obtained is provided in Figure 3 . The particle size distribution (PSD) progressively changes from an initial narrow and small diameters-shifted distribution to a near Gaussian distribution for 333h. At the same time, the mean diameter increases from 48 nm to 74 nm. However, above 333 hours and up to 600 hours, there is no evidence of PSD evolution and the mean diameter measured remains quasi constant. The ' III evolution is then not following LSW theory any more and another phenomenon is involved. After 500 hours ageing, the particle growth is starting again and the average diameter is significantly increasing. Several hypothesis can be discussed to explain the modification of the precipitate growth rate.
Figure 3. Particle size distribution for different ageing times
-The etching method does not allow the extraction of the biggest precipitates.
-The coarsening process may lead to the coalescence of either tertiary precipitates population or tertiary and secondary particles.
-The elastic energy might become dominant regarding the surface energy, and lead to a decrease of the particle growth -Some ' formers may not be available any more for Ostwald ripening of tertiary precipitates because they would participate to the formation of other phases known as topologically closed packed phases (TCP) or carbides. These phases are observed in the case of long term ageing.
-Another phenomenon needing some ' formers may be implied.
The following sections detail arguments to discuss the relative pertinence of these different points.
Influence of the etching procedure
In the case of an influence of the extraction method, it is clear that it would mainly concern the biggest particles, stucked between secondary precipitates. The particle size distribution would therefore be truncated. In fact the PSD corresponding to any ageing time belonging to the plateau are almost gaussian and the respective maximum diameter measured is well above the average value. After 600h at 1058K, we can see the precipitate growth starting again. It is thus clear that the deviation from LSW law does not seem to be the consequence of the extraction procedure.
Coalescence
Two coalescence types are considered here.
-The first type corresponds to tertiary particles encountering secondary precipitates -The second one is concerning coalescence between tertiary precipitates.
Tertiary particles absorption: In some specimens exposed 333h at 1058K and 400h at 1023K, it has been observed ( Figure 4 ) that some tertiary precipitates can encounter secondary ones. This phenomenon could be responsible for a decay in the particle growth estimation since the measures performed on aged specimens only concern tertiary precipitates. But it is worth noticing that such coalescence is only occurring in some scarce grains. Moreover, the evolution of secondary precipitates surface fraction during the ageing process does not reveal any increase as we could expect, but rather a very slight decrease. The coalescence effect can not explain the plateau in the ' III evolution. Furthermore, when specimens are aged up to 600 hours, particles are growing again.
Figure 4. Coalescence with secondary precipitates
Tertiary particles encountering: Coalescence effects on the ' III size kinetic are not usually considered in coarsening theories. The phenomenon is rather rare. However, Davies et al. [11] modified LSW theory to take coalescence into account. According to these authors the expected effect of coalescence is an increased growth rate and a modification of the PSD which becomes broader and symmetrical during ageing. The t 1/3 kinetic is still being observed. Sequeira [12] , studying ageing in two different superalloys, observed different results with an exponent close to ½ when coalescence occurs. A possible explanation for the disagreement of these observations with Davies' theory is that coalescence can not be considered as a bulk diffusion process. Indeed it is a rapid fusion after the encountering of two particles. Consequently it is obvious that massive coalescence could involve kinetic and PSD modifications. When two small precipitates encounter, they are eliminated from the PSD small size side while one appears in the large size side. It is possible in the present study to know whether coalescence occurs or not during the ageing process by plotting and comparing the shape ratio distributions ( Figure 5 ). This ratio is equal to 1 for a sphere and to 2 for a cube. It corresponds to the maximum dimension divided by the minimum dimension of a given particle. Distributions resulting from measures performed on N18 for ageing times ranging between 0 and 600 hours are gathered in Figure 5 . The shape of the aspect ratio distribution remains stable during the whole process and centered on a value close to 1.3. Slight differences for long ageing time are not significant owing to the decreasing number of measured particles. No extra peak significant of important particle encountering and fusion can be seen and the width of the distributions is nearly constant. Thus there is no evidence of massive coalescence during the ageing treatment and the particles are almost spherical. According to our observations, it is not possible to conclude to an effect of coalescence on ' III coarsening kinetic.
Figure 5. Aspect ratio distributions

Elastic interactions
In the case of materials such as superalloys where precipitates are coherent with the matrix, the misfit can induce elastic interactions that become stronger with the increasing particle size. The different works performed on the effects of elastic interactions on the coarsening kinetic generally lead to the conclusion that elastic interactions become important only after long term ageing. Sources available in literature show that during the early steps of coarsening, the particle growth generally follows the LSW theory. Several authors [13] [14] [15] [16] conclude the possibility of an inverted coalescence for the biggest particles (typically secondary particles) and a decreasing coarsening rate. Enomoto [16] mentione a new coarsening law following t 1/2 for a negative misfit or an asymptotic decrease in the growth kinetic for positive misfit. Other authors [17] have observed in superalloys that the decrease in the coarsening is accompanied by morphological changes of particles, due to their size. Moshtaghin et al.
[18] observed a decrease in the growth kinetic of the finest ' particles in IN738LC, which they related to elastic interactions induced by temperature exposure. However their ageing experiments have been performed at 1123K and for times up to 3000h. The range investigated here for N18 is more limited in terms of time and temperature. In our case, it is worth noticing that above 200h ageing at 1058K, ' III growth is almost stopped. The change of the kinetic law from t 1/3 to t 1/2 or to an asymptotic decrease is consequently not a convincing explanation for the deviation from LSW in our observations. Furthermore, Leo in his model [19] mentioned a threshold precipitate size for the change in the kinetic growth of about 10 6 times the size of the critical ' phase precipitation radius. That is a threshold size of about 10 -4 m for a nucleus of 1nm. Finally, no morphological changes or spatial correlation concerning tertiary particles have been shown, and the kinetic is starting again after 600h at 1058K. The effects of elastic interactions are thus not evident in the present case.
Formation of TCP
Using an appropriate etching method it is possible to reveal the presence of topologically closed packed phases along the grain boundaries as well as within the grains. Two main types of TCP are known to form during isothermal ageing in N18 alloy i.e µ phase and phase [20] . Some carbides are also likely to form along grain boundaries. Analysing the formation kinetic during the ageing, a massive precipitation of needle like µ phase occurs after about 150 to 200 hours. Phases precipitating preferentially along grain boundaries start to form very early since they can be seen after 50 hours of ageing. These observations are consistent with the TTT diagram available for N18 alloy. If the amount of tertiary particle (surface fraction) is measured at different steps of the ageing treatment, an important decrease is shown even in early stages. Wlodek et al. [21] obtained similar results and interpreted the reduction of the volume fraction of tertiary precipitates that they measured as a result of TCP precipitation. By means of X-ray diffraction led on previously extracted precipitates, he showed that rhomboedral µ phase as well as tetragonal phase were Co, Mo, and Cr enriched. Since Mo and Cr can take place in Al sites and Co and Cr in Ni sites, Wlodek concludes that TCP precipitation is responsible for the dissolution of ' III precipitates. In our case, it is obvious that the coarsening kinetic is almost stopped after 200h of ageing and this would imply a ' forming elements loss in the matrix. There is no significant amount of the ' forming elements Al and Ti in TCP composition. As a consequence the deviation of ' III precipitate growth from LSW can not be attributed to TCP precipitation. Another phenomenon involving Al or Ti could occur in the alloy during isothermal ageing.
clusters formation and coarsening in ' Cadel et al.
[1] observed the presence of Cr enriched particles within ' phase in the alloy N18 using atom probe tomography. The total volume fraction of these particles measured in the material is 2,5% (4,3% of the ' volume). These particles are interpreted as clusters formed during the air cooling step after the last heat treatment carried out at 1073K during 4 hours. Analysing these particles with TEM the authors do not show order effects. Field emission gun (FEG) SEM performed on the material presently studied show similar particles growing within primary ' precipitates ( Figure 6 ). Analysing them with TEM, there is no extra spot in the diffraction pattern and they seem to be coherent with the surrounding ' phase ( Figure 7) . The interpretation proposed by Cadel et al. is based on the high chromium content measured in particles. The authors assume that they are the result of a chromium supersaturation occurring during air cooling from 1073K. Following this scenario, the Cr solubility would decrease with decreasing temperature whereas it would be the reverse for Al. Because the material is air quenched from 1073K and considering that diffusion is very low bellow 973K, ' I precipitates would not have enough time to stabilize. When specimens are exposed to a temperature lower than 1073K, ' would tend to stabilize by rejecting Cr and admitting more Al until the equilibrium solubilities would be reached. Considering this phenomenon from the matrix, it would lead to a loss in Al and to a break in ' III growth kinetic. Once the aluminium amount necessary in ' I would be absorbed, then the coarsening process could restart. Considering that the absorption of ' formers can be seen like the formation of some ' particles with an average equivalent radius r , fluxes equality can then be rewritten as follows:
Flux feeding primary precipitates and the growth of tertiary precipitates
Where R is the distance to the particle center, and N the solute molar fraction.
Flux required for the growth of a tertiary particle:
Flux feeding an equivalent primary ' precipitate:
Integrating between and and between N ( ) N r R and R r 
For small ageing times, the kinetic growth is similar to LSW:
( 18) Figure 8 shows the good correlation between equation 17 and experimental data. The absorption of Al by primary precipitates can therefore be considered as responsible for the kinetic slow down after 200h ageing at 1058K.
LSW
Figure 8. Experimental data fitted with (17)
Temperature effect on the coarsening process
If we limit our observations to the first stage of the ageing process i.e the part in agreement with LSW theory, it is possible to measure diffusion activation energy from kinetic curves at different ageing temperatures in the range 973-1073K. Specimens were aged and analyzed according to the procedure previously described. The measurements are reported in Figure 9 . The graph indicates that the growth rate of ' III increases with increasing temperature. 
( 19)
The efficient diffusion activation energy is calculated using the kinetic curves obtained for the five different ageing temperatures.
Measuring the slope C for each temperature, we can then deduce This value of the activation energy (335kJ.mol -1 ) is to be compared to one reported in literature [22] : 260 kJ/mol for the diffusion of Al in pure nickel. This difference is probably due to the fact that N18 contains numerous addition elements. Besides this, we can assess a value of this activation energy from internal friction works on N18 [23]: 340<Q<410 kJ.mol -1 . Hence the experimental value calculated on linear domain of LSW theory is consistent with the rare values found in literature for the diffusion of aluminium in pure nickel ( 260kJ.mol -1 ). Thus our approach to describe ' III precipitate growth seems to be valid and we can write a size-time-temperature equivalence law in the linear growth domain using LSW theory.
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Yet the influence of ageing temperature on the beginning and the length of the plateau is not clear. An interpretation according to the scenario previously exposed could be the following:
The time needed to reach the beginning of the plateau would correspond to the diffusion length necessary for Al to go from the matrix into primary precipitates. It would thus only be determined by the material microstructure and by the diffusion rate.
750°C
Considering the length of the plateau, it would depend on: -Al solubility difference between 1073K and the ageing temperature.
700°C
-The efficient diffusion rate Hence if the ageing temperature is high (close to 1073K) the plateau would occur rapidly and would be short. In the opposite, if temperature is low then the plateau would begin after a long ageing time and would be long.
Ageing under mechanical loading
The method previously developed is consistent to describe the effect of time and temperature on precipitates coarsening, but it does not take into account the effect of mechanical loading. Therefore other experimentations have been performed in order to characterize its influence on the coarsening process. As it was previously précised, only the linear domain of the coarsening kinetic is considered. The result can then be compared to previous ones. Two kinds of loading were applied on dog bone shaped specimens: -Static loading: Samples were aged at 1023K in a high temperature creep machine at two different stress levels: 200MPa and 300MPa.
-Dynamic loading: Samples were aged at 1023K in a servohydraulic fatigue machine. A triangular stress waveform was applied with a stress ratio equal to 0.05. The stress amplitude is 800MPa and the frequency 0.5Hz. After ageing, the non loaded head of the specimens was analyzed and compared with the loaded part. Precipitates size measurements are realized using SEM observations and imaging software. The results obtained are plotted in Figure 11 . It is clear that static or dynamic loading enhance the coarsening rate. For static loading, the coarsening rate increases with increasing the stress applied. These observations are similar to the ones made by Skrotzki et al. [5] on age hardenable aluminium alloys. Al-Mg-Li samples exposed to 393K under tensile creep loading (190-280MPa) show a higher growth rate than identical specimens aged without mechanical loading. Thus, it is worthy to include the stress parameter into the kinetic law to describe the ageing process of a turbine disk superalloy in near operating conditions. Further experiments are necessary at other temperatures to understand the way that stress influences the kinetic law.
Conclusion
In this study, we focused our attention on the evolution of tertiary precipitates population of the turbine disk superalloy N18. This population is prone to Ostwald ripening during high temperature exposure, and the average particle size is increasing while their number is decreasing during ageing. An original etching method is used to extract and measure precipitates. It allows size analysis on a high number of particles and leads to a significant estimation of the diffusion activation energy. Although it is not possible to get spatial distribution data since precipitates are not observed in their initial position in the matrix. However this method remains useful to provide average data for the study of the growth kinetic. According to our observations, the kinetic can be described in a given time-temperature range using a LSW type law based on a bulk diffusion controlled process. The value of the diffusion activation energy obtained from our measurements is typical for diffusion limited phenomenon. Considering the 1058K kinetic curve, a competition between tertiary ' particles coarsening and Al absorption into primary ' precipitates is proposed to interpret the appearance of a plateau in ' III growth kinetic.. It is thus necessary to take this competition into account to describe ' III coarsening during the whole ageing process. A long term kinetic law in good agreement with experimental up to 500 hours is proposed. Therefore, the understanding of the ageing process from initial stages up to an overaged microstructure using a time-temperature relation is essential to study the effect of ageing on mechanical properties such as creep and creep-fatigue durability. The hypothesis concerning the effect of temperature on the position of the plateau is to be verified. Several experiments carried out at other temperatures than 1058K and for longer ageing times are thus necessary. The acceleration effect of mechanical loading in ageing is also important owing to our first experimental results. It is essential to take it into account in the kinetic law to improve the understanding of the creep-fatigue life reduction already observed Further experiments are necessary to qualify the loading effect and to clarify its influence in the case of realistic service conditions.
